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Story

Three sisters, three challenges, three winners of hearts?

Although they are sisters, Lina, Kaya and Nika couldn‘t be more different. While Lina enjoys her life to the

fullest, Kaya is a full-time perfect student. Nika, on the other hand, always falls for heartbreakers – but

together the three of them fight against all odds. In life and in love!

After a nasty breakup, Nika desperately needs a change of scenery, so she visits her best friend Sissy in a

small town in Franconian Switzerland. There, she wants to find what she longs for ... whatever that may be.

At Nuremberg train station, she meets a young man whose blue eyes match his blond hair exceptionally

well - and her suitcase falls down and bursts open in front of said man, exposing the embarrassing gift

Nika's sisters gave her. When she arrives in Franconian Switzerland and goes hiking with Sissy, their

mountain guide introduces himself as Lukas, the man from the Nuremberg train station. Nika wishes the

ground would open up and swallow her, especially when she realizes that he obviously has a crush on his

colleague Celine.

Pitying Lukas' miserable attempts at flirting with Celine, Nika writes little flirting tips on his beer coasters and

even offers him her help as a relationship coach. After meeting regularly, Lukas eventually tries out one of
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her tips on his coach - a kiss that doesn't feel at all like a pure business relationship. Nika can't push away

thoughts of Lukas, and she finally knows what she longs for. With Lukas, she wants to love, dream and

hope.

• Original and modern twist on New Adult fiction – romantic-sensual, touching and an extra dose of humor

• Girl power: 3 self-confident sisters as protagonists and role models

• Stories about first steps towards independence: Career choices, fear of the future, parental pressure,

exploring roots to find your place

• All titles are self-contained and can be read independently as standalones

More titles in this series

Whomever We Love Whenever We Dream
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